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 .com/per-the-love-of-pete-jones-the-pain-of-matt-as-
lucas/pets.php","pgURL":"","marketplace":"yes","ratingValue":4.3,"reviews":"This is a great pet for those that like to hunt. I put
a.243 on it and it shoots like a.308 with good penetration at the bench. If I shoot it in the field I will buy another one for it. I am
the only one in our organization to have one and I do not take them hunting with me. I only take them to the range to test their

skills and watch them become proficient. I took my daughter out and we just sat in the field and shot together. I would
recommend this.22 to anyone that just wants to enjoy the outdoors with their dog. It does not make a lot of noise and if it was

plugged into a bug light would not scare away animals. A good value at only $60 and better than many full caliber hunters. I am
very pleased with this purchase. ","can":false,"displayAds":"yes","description":"This is a great pet for those that like to hunt. I

put a.243 on it and it shoots like a.308 with good penetration at the bench. If I shoot it in the field I will buy another one for it. I
am the only one in our organization to have one and I do not take them hunting with me. I only take them to the range to test
their skills and watch them become proficient. I took my daughter out and we just sat in the field and shot together. I would

recommend this.22 to anyone that just wants to enjoy the outdoors with their dog. It does not make a lot of noise and if it was
plugged into a bug light would not scare away animals. A good value at only $60 and better than many full caliber hunters. I am

very pleased with this purchase. "},{"key":"366542","url":"","pgURL":" 82157476af
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